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This article analyzes the five areas of traditional Chinese Painting. Based on the 
writer’s fresh experience of painting, the analysis stands on the foundation of culture 
situation of the modern and contemporary China. With objective understanding of 
traditional Chinese Painting, the writer incorporates the creation logos with 
modernism and post-modernism, which, in turn, helps the writer to position himself in 
the current culture and arts creation and to set the value orientation of painting. 
During the whole process, the writer blends the traditional attitude towards arts 
creation, which is stood by Six Meridians, with the modern attitude.  
 
This article is composed with three parts. The first part sets up the style of modeling, 
mainly through the association with the transform from forms to soul, from light and 
shade to Yin and Yang. The second part extends the language of modeling, focusing 
on the re-understanding of painting, operation mode and photo styles, my 
understanding and pursuit of the highest standard of Chinese traditional 
painting-QIYUN SHEND DONG The last part analyzes the differences between the 
Chinese and western styles in order to position the writer’s value orientation in the 
creation of Chinese brush drawing with the hope to meet the needs of different lines 
of people.  
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模式可以用卦像或太极图表示，如 （ 卦 ）（ 太极 ）画面正负空间的分布我们
可以理解为阴阳开合相生的演绎。 
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